
YEAR 9 COMMERCE

ASSESSMENT TASK NOTIFICATION

Due Date:  Wednesday 29th June 2022 Week 10
(task will be completed in class during period 1)

Assessment Name:
Law & Society Stimulus Based Assessment

Marks:  45 Weighting: 35%

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED:
COM5-3       examines the role of law in society
COM5-5       evaluates options for solving problems and issues
COM5-7       researches and assesses information using a variety of sources

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED:
Explain - Relate cause and effect; make the relationships between things evident; provide why and/or how
Define - State meaning and identify essential qualities
Describe - Provide characteristics and features
Distinguish - Recognise or note/indicate as being distinct or different from; to note differences between
Outline - Sketch in general terms; indicate the main features of
Recommend - Provide reasons in favour

CONTEXT:
Students have been introduced to the core topic of Law, Society and Political Involvement.

The focus of this topic is to develop an understanding of how laws affect individuals and groups and regulate
society, and how individuals and groups participate in the democratic process.

TASK DESCRIPTION:

A task to be completed in class. No study notes are to be used during the assessment task.

The task will be comprised of:

Multiple Choice Questions - stimulus based and drawn from unit of work Law, Society and Political
Involvement- total 20 marks

Short Answer Stimulus Based - will contain a stimulus (e.g. an excerpt from a Newspaper Article or
hypothetical information) for each question and will require students to draw on Law, Society and Political
Involvement syllabus content and the information contained in the stimulus provided to answer the short
answer questions – total 25 marks

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA – STUDENT CHECKLIST:
You will be assessed on your ability to:

- use your knowledge and apply the information in the stimulus provided

- communicate using relevant commerce terminology and concepts

- present sustained, logical, well-structured and cohesive responses

- demonstrating extensive knowledge of the topic ‘Law, Society and Political Involement’

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy



Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy


